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NAMES OF PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS
IN ENGLISH-GERMAN-ITALIAN-FRENCH
The following table contains names of percussion instruments commonly used. For
translations of frequently encountered performance instructions, such as damped, bowed,
without snares, with soft mallets, with the hands, etc., pertinent dictionaries should be
consulted.
The names of the instruments appear here in the order in which they are discussed in
the book. For alphabetical listings see the Index.
ENGLISH

GERMAN

ITALIAN

FREN CH

Timpani
Kettle Drums

die Pauken
die Kesselpauken

i timpani

!es timbales

Xylophone

das Xylophon

lo xilofono
ii silofono

le xylophone

Keyboard Xylophone

das Klaviaturxylophon

lo xilofono a
le xylophone
tastiera
ii silofono a tastiera

Xylorimba
Xylomarimba

die Xylomarimba

la xilomarimba
la silomarimba

la xylomarimba
la xylorimba

Marimba
Marimbaphone

das Marimbaphon

ii marimbafono
la marimba

le marimbaphone

Bass Xylophone

das Bassxylophon

lo xilofono basso
ii silofono basso

le xylophone basse

Trough Xylophone

das Trogxylophon
das Resonanzkastenxylophon

lo xilofono in
cassetta di
risonanza

le xylophone
resonance

Glockenspiel
Orchestra Bells

das Glockenspiel
das Stabglockenspiel

i campanelli

le glockenspiel
le (jeu de) timbres

Carillon
Chimes
Bells

das Turmglockenspiel

ii gariglione
ii cariglione
la soneria di
campane

le carillon

Keyboard Glockenspiel

das Klaviaturglockenspiel

i campanelli a
tastiera

!es (jeux de) timbres a
clavier
le glockenspiel aclavier

Celesta

die Celesta

la celesta

la celesta

Vibraphone or Vibes
Vibraharp

das Vibraphon

ii vibrafono

le vibraphone

Metallophone

das Metallophon

ii metallofono

le metallophone

Loo-Jon

das Loo-Jon

ii loo-jon

le loo-jon

Lithophone
Stone Disks

das Lithophon
das Steinspiel

ii litofono
la lastra di sasso

le lithophone

Antique Cymbals
Crotales
Greek Cymbals

die Zimbeln

i cimbali antichi
i crotali

!es cymbales antiques
!es crotales

aclavier

acassette-
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TABLE OF BEATERS, WITH
ILLUSTRATIONS
Size, Character, and Illustrations of Beaters with their Common and Less Common Uses.
In addition to the sounding parts of the instruments themselves, the beaters, i.e., the
means by which these parts are made to sound, are of considerable timbral importance to
a majority of percussion instruments.
The independent development and proliferation of percussion beaters is particularly
evident in today's availability of a large number of beaters that can be used for playing
several different instruments instead of being integral parts of specific instruments only.
We speak here of the beaters as such, not as components of any particular percussion
instruments.
The various types of beaters are classified into the following five groups according to
their .construction and names:
1.

Beaters:
Beaters having as basic characteristics suitably long handles of wood or cane

with ball-shaped, eliptical, or disk-shaped heads of various materials possessing
different degrees of softness or hardness. Heads also may be wrapped, covered,
or padded .
2.

Hammers or Mallets:
Hammers or Mallets differing from beaters by having a hammer-like beating

part of wood, horn, metal, or synthetic material, any of which may or may not
be covered or padded.
3a. Sticks:
Sticks tapered towards their points and usually having small beater heads.*
3b. Rods:
Rods, cylindrical, of metal or wood in various lengths and thicknesses.
4.

Metal Clappers:
Metal Clappers similar to clappers in cast bells.

5.

Switches and Brushes:
Switches and Brushes characterized by a flexible, resilient beating part.

•Transl. note: The reader should not be confused by the fact that in American usage the term "stick" is
applied rather loosely, as in the case of "drum stick." We speak of side drum "sticks," and correctly so, but we also
refer to bass drum and timpani "sticks" although strictly speaking they are beaters or mallets .
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Illustration

Name
Material
(Measurements)

Timpani Beaters:
Soft-felt beaters or
pairs of beaters
with cores of different
sizes and degrees of
hardness, covered with
soft felt of various
degrees of thickness
and density.
Diam. of head
ca. 2.5 -4 .5 cm
Length of handle
ca. 30-35cm

Beaters with heads
consisting of several
flannel disks.
Diam. of head
ca. 2.5 - 5 cm
Length of handle
ca. 30-32cm

Instruments for
which the
respective beaters
are commonly
used
-- Common -

Other instruments
playable with the
respective beaters,
though only if specifically indicated
-- Not Common --

Timpani
Bass Drum (rolls)
Frame Drum
Chinese Tom-Tom
Loo-jon

Vibraphone
Metallophone
Marimbaphone
Bass Xylophone
Piano Strings
Long Drum without snares
Tenor Drum without snares
Snare Drum without snares
Bass Drum
Boobam
Bongo Drum
Conga Drum
Modern Tom-Toms
Timbales
Cymbals
Small Tamtam
Animal Bells
mounted on stand

Timpani

as above

Sponge Beaters
(now generally replaced
by soft-felt beaters)

Wooden Timpani Beaters :
Timpani(in
Heads of hardwood,
Baroque music)
usually wound with
straps of roughened
leather, or with a
leather band around
the edge of the head .
Diam. of head
ca. 2.5 - 3.3 cm
Length of handle
ca.30-32cm

Timpani (if wooden
mallets are indicated)
Metallophone (hard)
Vibraphone (hard)
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Name
Material
(Measurements)

Instruments for
which the
respective beaters
are commonly
used
-- Common --

Other instruments
playable with the
respective beaters,
though only if specifically indicated
--Not Common -

Hard-Felt Beaters:
Heads of hard felt.
Diam. of head
ca. 2- 5 cm
Length of handle
ca.30-35cm

Small Tamtams
Tamtam (rolls)
Suspended Cymbals
(rolls)
Slit Drums

Timpani
Xylomarimba
Marimbaphone
Trough Xylophone
Vibraphone
Metallophone
Piano Strings
Bass Drum
Drums without snares
Tambourine
mounted on stand
Hand Drums
Tom-Toms
Timbales
Suspended Cymbals
(individual beats)
Herd Bells (Almglocken)
mounted on stand
Wood Blocks

Hand Drums
Arabian Hand
Drums
(Darabuccas)
Bongo Drums
Conga Drums
Tablas
Tambourine
Glass Harp

Timpani
Drums
Tom-Toms
Tamtam (ppp)
Cymbal (ppp)

Hands:
con la (or calla)
mano (with the hand)
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Instruments with Definite Pitch
Timpani or Kettle Drums
30", 32"
(Bass or D Timp.)

25" 26"
(Small o{ C Timp.)

wwz;;;----

··=........

Range
and

Notation:
Sound: as notated

...-::::=---==
M

23"
(Piccolo or A Timp.)

28" 29"
(Large o{ G Timp.)

w>z

Low Timpani

•

(+J•>

H

High Timpani

Common beaters: timpani beaters (different sizes of beaters with heads of soft felt or
flannel)
Less common:

wooden beaters (wooden heads covered with leather)
drum sticks
wire brushes
by hand (con la or calla mano)

History. The membranophones called timpani are of ancient Asiatic origin. The first
timpani must have been made of clay and later of wood, covered with skins tied by ropes.
Throughout the Orient, and spreading as far as India, timpani were usually used in pairs,
tuned a fourth or fifth apart, to accompany straight trumpets and buysines.
In Europe-at first in Spain and southern Italy-very small timpani of Arabic origin
appeared during the crusades and into the 13th century. The player carried them either
by handles or attached to his belt in pairs, and they are still used in this way as drum-like
instruments in the Islamic world.
The first large timpani of the modern Occidental type reached western Europe by way of
Hungary and Poland in the middle of the 15th century. Closely associated with trumpets,
they established themselves firmly in the musical life of the Renaissance courts. Gradually
they became the dominant skin-membrane instruments everywhere, reaching the peak of
their usefulness and importance in the large orchestras of the Classical and Romantic
periods.
Construction, Pitch Range, and Notation. The truncated conical kettle, open at the
top, is nowadays usually made of copper sheeting. The open top is covered with skin
wound over a hoop so that its tension-and therefore its tuning--can be regulated
mechanically. At the bottom of the kettle is a smaller round opening providing for
equalization of air pressure during playing.
Especially prepared, tanned calf skin is preferable over all other animal skins for the
batter head. A strip about the width of a man's hand, called a "backbone," runs across
the center of the skin, constituting a natural thickening.
For some years now, batter heads of synthetic material have been used on timpani.
These so-called plastic heads are bonded onto the hoop and have the advantage of being
much less sensitive to climatic conditions, nor do they require the special concern for the
"backbone," since plastic heads do not have any. It is not easy, however, to convert
instruments covered with calf skin to plastic, because a plastic head requires a kettle with
a specially built rim.
Orchestras have always used at least two timpani: low and high. Today there usually
are at least two low and two high drums at the timpanist's disposal, to which more may
be added in special cases. The pitch of a normal pair of timpani, i.e., a G drum (28" or
29") and a C drum (25" or 26"), ranges from about F to f-sharp. For higher pitches, up
to about b, a specially built drum is used--the so-called high A drum or piccolo timpano
(23"). Its smaller diameter and special mechanism make possible a greater degree of skin
tension.
Examples for the use of the A drum - Stravinsky: Les noces, Le Sacre du printemps;
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Piston: Violin Concerto; Orff: Die Bernauerin, Antigonae, Trionfi (Mus. Ex . 15),
Oedipus; Hartmann: 7th Symphony (Mus. Ex. 11).
It is difficult to go beyond pitches above b, even on the specially designed piccolo
timpani. For such pitches small, one-headed drums such as bongos are best suited.
Examples for the use of timpani above b -- Britten's ballet The Prince of the Pagodes
(c-sharp 1 - d 1 ); Milhaud's La creation du monde (d 1 - f-sharp 1 -- Mus. Ex. 12)
The so-called D or bass timpano (30"-32") produces low pitches down to about D.
Such a large drum needs a "well-rested" head because skin that has been frequently
stretched to its full limit becomes impure in the lower pitches. Similarly , timpani that
have been used for high pitches should not be tuned below d if a clear pitch is desired.
The nomenclature "G drum" and "C drum" goes back to the time before Beethoven
when timpani were always notated G and c (dominant and tonic), while the actual
("concert") pitch-for example, A and d-was given at the beginning of the work, just as
with transposed instruments .
Types of Timpani. Timpani are classified according to their tuning devices. There are
four basic types. First, the hand-screw timpani, designed in the 16th century and tuned
by turning six or eight screws or even more, depending on the design. The screws were
turned either with tuning keys or with wing nuts. Composers were forced to take this
time-consuming tuning operation into account. For example, in Verdi's compositions up
to 1874, tunings are found in the timpani parts which do not always conform to the key
signature of the composition, solely because proper retuning could not be accomplished
in the time available.

Screw Timpano

The development of compositional technique toward progressive chromaticism
virtually demanded the construction of timpani with centralized tuning. G. Kramer,
royal court timpanist in Munich, was the first to invent a device to operate all the tuning
screws at once (1812). Numerous types of machine timpani have since been developed, of
which the lever timpani are the most widespread. They are still used in smaller orchestras
and as supplementary drums in larger ones. The lever timpani have all the tuning screws
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combined in a central thread so that only a main screw needs to be manipulated, either
with a master lever or with a crank. Within the limits of the possible pitch range of the
instrument any desired changes may thus be obtained by operating only one device.

Lever Timpano

The rotary-tuned timpani represent another system, first built in 1821 by J. C. N.
Stumpff in Amsterdam. In this type the kettle is mounted on a stand equipped with a
central spindle which, as the entire kettle is rotated, functions as a main tuning screw. A
variety of tunings are easily accomplished but there is the disadvantage that the beating
spot keeps changing as the kettle is rotated. It is therefore impossible to avoid playing
occasionally on the less desirable beating spots such as the "backbone" which vibrates
poorly.

Rotary -Tuned Timpano

The pedal timpani, invented by Pittrich in 1872 and continuously improved ever since,
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must be considered the best solution to date because it permits a relatively quick tuning
by means of a pedal operated by pressure of the timpanist's foot. This makes it possible
to change the tuning not only during short rests but also while playing. The desired pitch
can be read from a gauge coordinated with the pedal. The percussion sections of
present-day orchestras are usually equipped with modern timpani of this type.

Pedal Timpani

It is difficult, however, to achieve precise tunings with the pedal because of the
different degrees of flexibility of the skins and the climatic influences upon them: the
wider the required interval of retuning, the greater the difficulty. The timpanist is forced,
therefore, to recheck the tuning again and again by tapping his finger softly on the drum
head--insofar as rest-counting will permit.
For retuning a set of more than two timpani it is essential to estimate the minimum
time needed for the transfer of the foot from pedal to pedal, and for the reading of the
pitch gauge of each drum.
Altering the tuning immediately after striking produces a change in the reverberations
equal to a glissando. One way of doing this is first to strike the initial, notated pitch, and
thereafter to press down the pedal until the second (final) notated pitch has been
reached. This rather delicate effect is only practical in solo playing; in an orchestral
context it is not audible. A glissando produced in this manner, but progressing from a
high pitch to a low one, is only very faintly perceptible and therefore even less useful. A
second type of glissando may be produced while rolling and is effective going either from
low pitch to high or vice versa, and at any dynamic level.
Examples for timpano glissandi -- Bart6k: Music for Strings, Percussion, and Celesta,
Violin Concerto, Sonata for Two Pianos and Percussion; Egk: Die chinesische Nachtigall;
Morton Gould: Latin-American Symphonette; Henze: Elegy (Mus. Ex. 8), II re cervo
(Mus. Ex. 9); Kotonski: Musique en relief (Mus. Ex. 77).
Sound Factors. The fullness and purity of the sound of a kettle drum depend chiefly
upon a select, even-textured calf skin tuned by the six or more tuning screws with which
each drum is equipped. Even the most minute unevenness in the sound of the skin must
be eliminated through fine-tuning, which is difficult and requires careful and tedious
listening. This fine-tuning operation must be repeated at intervals, depending on ~ow
much the instruments are used. Naturally, climatic conditions also play a large part as far
as sound is concerned: dry heat or cold cause the skin to contract and will impair both
sound and tuning, while high humidity (as for example in full concert halls*) slackens the
skins excessively.
*Trans. note: Not to mention tropical climate.
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Another important factor affecting sound is the choice of the so-called beating spot.
Generally this spot lies about a hand's width from the rim and equidistant from the end
points of the "backbone" of the skin. Adherence to the exact position of the beating spot
limits the imprecision in pitch caused by dissonant sound components (partials),
especially in the lower register. The closer to the center the head is struck, the more
imprecise the pitch; struck in the exact center of the head, timpani become muffled.
The unique quality of the clear, vibrant sound of the timpani -- possessed by no other
skin membranophone--is the result of the impact sound as well as the subsequent
reverberation. The duration of the reverberation decreases in direct proportion to the
degree of increased tension of the drum head, i.e., of the height of the pitch.
The instruction timpani coperti originally meant to cover the skin with a piece of cloth
before playing. Nowadays a felt disk the size of the palm of a hand is placed on the drum
head, opposite the beating spot. By this procedure the reverberations after the stroke are
damped, and a dull, dry sound results (Orff: Antigonae -- Mus. Ex. 97).
Types of Beaters and Techniques of Playing. Until the beginning of the 18th century
the guild timpanists used beaters with wooden heads covered with leather. Further
developments led to the use of beaters having heads made of several flannel disks of
different sizes and pressed together.
Since the time of Berlioz the instruction "with sponge beater" has often been found
whenever exceptionally soft strokes were wanted. The beater heads are made of
Mediterranean sponges cut into round shapes and covered with fabric.
The best sound quality with the least amount of beating noise is obtained from beaters
with heads of soft merino-wool felt on Tonkinese reed sticks. These beaters, developed by
outstanding timpanists, are manufactured with heads of several sizes and degrees of
hardness and are the most widely used today. Differences in sound depend on the
materials used for the heads and on the quality and strength of the handles. There are
"piano" and "forte" beaters; "Bruckner" and "Wagner" beaters for full but soft sound;
and "microphone" beaters for light, accentuated sound. The choice of beaters is
determined not only by the type of sound desired but also by the existing acoustical
conditions and the quality of both the timpani and their heads.
Today a professional timpanist has about a half-dozen different kinds of beaters at his
disposal-the choice depends upon the individual timpanist. In addition there are the
so-called wooden beaters which are indicated expressly for passages needing strongly
accented, crackling and popping sounds.
Examples using wooden beaters - Berlioz: Symphonie fantastique; Stravinsky: The
Firebird; R. Strauss: Salome, Elektra, Der Rosenkavalier; Mahler: 7th Symphony (Mus.
Ex. 13); Henze: Elegy (Mus. Ex. 30); Orff: Antigonae (Mus. Ex. 37).
In the music of the Baroque era (ca. 1580-1760) a combination of trumpets and
timpani is often encountered, having been taken over from court usage. The drum style
typical of that kind of music requires the wooden beaters of the time with their disk-like
heads covered with a thin band of leather (see Ill. p. 20).
Illustrations in theoretical works of the early Baroque show that round-headed beaters
covered with soft material or with leather were also used.
Example -- Jacques Philidor le cadet: Partition de plusieurs marches -- 1705 (Mus. Ex.
14).
Special effects such as the following occur only rarely: tapping with the fingertips
(colla mano) - Orff: Die Bernauerin (Mus. Ex. 54) and G. Gordon: The Rake's Progress;
playing with drum sticks or with the handles of beaters -- Bart6k: Violin Concerto; Orff:
Trionfi (Mus. Ex. 15); W. Tharichen: Timpani Concerto.
Timpani technique depends essentially upon the correct training of the joints and
muscles, especially those of the hands, arms, and shoulders. Study, lasting many years,
begins with the basic concepts of simple beating on a pair of timpani and progresses to
rolls and finally to the execution of the most difficult etudes and solo pieces on four
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In order to avoid the impractical hand-damping of reverberating bars a pedal
damper--similar to that of the vibraphone-is of great advantage. This attachment also
makes it possible to play half-damped, i.e., with shortened reverberations.

Modem Orchestral Glockenspiel with Pedal Damper

Beaters. The glockenspiel is played with small hammers whose heads consist of strong,
narrow brass tubes into which are screwed beating tips made of buffalo horn. The weight
of the head_of a normal mallet should be at least 30 grams (1 oz.) to elicit the best sound
possible from a properly scaled orchestral glockenspiel. Lighter pairs of mallets of the
same material are used for delicate as well as fast and difficult passages.
In order to be able to lay the mallets down quickly yet quietly the metal parts of their
heads are best covered with thin felt or leather.
If glockenspiel mallets with round, plastic heads are used the heads must be weighted
with metal in order to make them sufficiently heavy.
Soft sounds can be achieved through nuances of touch, but should never be attempted
with the clattering wooden mallets occasionally called for in certain scores.
In his masterful way of discovering effective combinations of percussion sounds, Carl
Orff invented a method of playing the glockenspiel with the sides of single glockenspiel
bars so that their long edges strike several adjacent bars simultaneously in resiliant
strokes. The result is a strident mixture of fundamentals and partials, which lends
brilliance to certain tutti passages in Orff's Trionfi, Antigonae, and Oedipus (Mus. Ex.
28).
In Antigonae fortissimo glissandi covering more than one octave are executed with
mallets having small round metal heads.
Paul Hindemith, in his Chamber Music No. 1, directs that one glockenspiel bar tuned to
f# 2 be suspended freely and struck. For this, too, it is expedient to use a mallet with a
metal head.
Incidentally, whenever the sound and character of the keyboard glockenspiel is desired,
mallets with small metal heads should be used.
Playing Technique and Use. The technique of playing the glockenspiel--like that of all
percussion instruments with keyboard arrangement--demands considerable . proficiency
and the ability to produce a wide dynamic spectrum. In works of the Romantic period
this has frequently led to playing passages originally written for keyboard glockenspiel on
the orchestral glockenspiel, thus restricting the use of the former to chords and pianistic
passages.
Examples - Dukas: L 'apprenti sorcier; Jolivet: Piano Concerto; Messiaen: Oiseaux
exotiques; Glazunov: Violin Concerto.
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The most resonant register of the orchestral glockenspiel, as well as that having the
clearest tone and greatest carrying power, lies within the 3 and 4-line octaves. Players
prefer it particularly for Romantic music, regardless of whether the original scoring
actually calls for keyboard glockenspiel. The result has been to play the orchestral
glockenspiel two octaves higher than notated unless expressly indicated otherwise, while
the keyboard glockenspiel is transposed up only one octave .* Orchestral tutti places, such
as in scores of Richard Strauss, are often doubled at the octave in order to achieve the
greatest possible wealth of bell-like overtones.
Occasionally composers ask for two or more glockenspiels.
Examples -- Orff: Trionfi., The Moon, Die Bernauerin, Antigonae; Egk: Joan von
Zarissa, Peer Gynt ; Hartmann: 7th and 8th Symphonies.
Concerning the use of glockenspiel bars as substitutes for antique cymbals see the
chapter on antique cymbals, p. 60.
Terminology . The names for glockenspiel in other languages are often misleading.
Respighi called it carillon in The Fountains of Rome, while in The Pines of Rome he
chose campanelli for the same instrument. The old Italian designation sistro also meant
glockenspiel and must not be confused with sistra, meaning the sistrum.

Keyboard Glockenspiel
The development of the keyboard glockenspiel began even earlier than that of the
orchestral glockenspiel described above. A glockenspiel with key action and with a
compass of three octaves (c2 - cs) was built as early as 1791 for Mozart's The Magic Flute.
There are, however, few other instances of the use of the glockenspiel in Classical music;
only in the latter part of the 19th century did it begin to play an increasing role in the
orchestra. As a rule it was played by a keyboard musician.
The metal bars of the keyboard glockenspiel are struck with the small metal heads of a
hammer mechanism activated by keys. The modern version of the instrument has an
action comparable to that of the piano so that the tone is damped whenever the
corresponding key is released . This action can be negated, since the dampers for the entire
instrument may be lifted all at once either by means of a hand stop or by pressure on a
pedal similar to the damper pedal of the piano.
The compass of the keyb_oard glockenspiel is generally three octaves (c2 - cs), notated
one octave lower . The instrument's metallic, pointed sound resembles that of small bells
and has a unique charm but also a penetrating brilliance . Its dynamic range, however, is
extremely narrow.

Keyboanl Glockenspiel

*Alban Berg, who always indicated the exact octave, calls for low glockenspiel tones from cl - c4 (actual pitch) in
bis concert aria Der Wein. Even the substitution of a metallopbone cannot completely solve this problem.
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Frame Drum
(Tambourine without Jingles, also called Dance Drum
or Tambourine)
Beaters: soft-felt beaters
hard-felt beaters
drum sticks
con la or co/la mano (with the hand)

History and Construction. Frame drums are instruments whose shells consist of simple,
usually narrow hoops with only one skin. While in the cylindrical drums the air mass
enclosed within the shell vibrates sympathetically and amplifies the sound of the skin, the
sound of the frame drum results almost exclusively from the skin's own vibrations,
the resonance of the hoop being negligible.
Frame drums of various sizes were in use as early as the Babylonian and
Egyptian civilizations. In Antiquity they were known as tympanon. Frame drums were
also used both in their round and, less frequently, in their square forms in the ritual,
dance, and folk music of Asia and America.
The tensioning of the skin, originally effected either with cords or by nailing the skins
to small hoops, is accomplished in modern instruments by mechanical tensioning devices
as used in snare drums. The diameters of instruments suitable for orchestral use range
from about 25 to 60 cm (10" to 24"), and the hoop depths vary proportionately between
ca. 4 ·to 8 cm (1 5/8" to 3 3/16"). The proper proportion of skin tension to drum size
assures the most sonorous tone of the drum. A set of frame drums of different sizes will
provide a sequence of different pitch levels. A soft beater, used without forcing, produ~es
natural pitch levels clearly, while hard beaters bring forth more rattling, drumlike,
unpitched sounds.
Playing Technique and Use. In popular music, frame drums are played with finger tips
and the ball of the hand, often with extraordinarily exciting effect. The use of soft-felt
beaters, on the other hand, elicits only very moderate dynamic degrees from this
naturally quite soft instrument.
In general, the frame drum is held with one hand and played with the other, either
with beaters or sticks, or col/a mano, the same as the tambourine (see Ill. on p. 98).
If one player has to use several differently tuned frame drums, either by themselves or
together with other percussion instruments, it is necessary to place or mount the
instruments on special stands. This permits arrangements and techniques of playing
similar to those described under timpani and other drum sets.
The frame drum is rarely used in the orchestra. In Jean Cocteau's ballet La Dame ala
Licorne (The Lady and the Unicorn) with music by Chailley, simple rhythms, intended to
simulate music of ancient times, occur for tambour sur cadre (indicated as Tamb. basque
sans castagnettes -- Mus. Ex. 64). De Falla, in his marionette opera El Retablo de Maese
Pedro, uses several tuned frame drums of different sizes, called Panderos, the way the
composer knew them from the famous Corpus Christi processions in Cadiz, the city of his
birth, where the drums reach a diameter of one meter (40").
However, the part for tambourine without jingles in Gottlieb van Einem's opera
Dantons Tod is usually played on a low-pitched drum without snares, rather than on a
frame drum, in order to achieve the required volume.
The Orff Schulwerk uses frame drums of various sizes.
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Frame Drum

American Indian Drums
Beaters: club-like mallets
beaters with built -in rattles
The primitive skin drums of the North American Indians are now found only in
museums.

Drumsof AmericanIndians

North American instrument manufacturers do, however, produce sets of so-called
Indian drums of the frame or tubular type in different sizes. One or two skins on a shell
of wood or burnt clay are tightened with cords, and hard, rattling sounds are then
produced with club-like mallets. The noisy strokes are often made even noisier by the use
of beaters whose hollow heads are filled with pebbles or seeds acting as rattles.
Carlos Chavez, inspired by the drumming tradition of primitive Indians, includes simple
strokes on an Indian drum in his Sinfonia India. In his Toccata for Percussion Instruments
he uses two Indian drums, the smaller of which must have a high, sharp sound. Silvestre
Revueltas combines an Indian drum with two tom-toms in Sensemayd. Werner Egk has
added two Indian drums in the revised version of his opera Columbus. Two Indian drums
also appear in Elliott Carter's Pocahontas (Mus. Ex. 65) .
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made of horn. The reverberations are short. The pitch of these instruments, which are
used occasionally in modem Japanese music, ranges within the three-line octave. A
tchanchiki in f 3 has a strike area of 10 cm (4"); its diameter at the open side, including
the lip, is 12 cm (4 3/4"); and its depth is 2½ cm (1").
Examples -- Yuso Toyama: Rhapsody for Orchestra.

Animal Bells
Cow Bells, Herd Bells (Almglocken),

Metal Block, Cencerro

Common beaters for Herd Bells (Almglocken):

bell clappers

Beaters for Herd Bells, according to score instructions:

soft-felt mallets
hard-felt mallets
rubber mallets
vibraphone mallets
leather cymbal beaters
xylophone mallets
wooden mallets
drum sticks
metal rods

Common beaters for Cowbells:

drum sticks

Origin, Construction, Types. Ever since man has herded domestic animals, bells have been
hung on them to identify their location by sound or to protect them from evil spirits
Before metals were known, bells of wood were carved in the shape of broad trapezoids
with one or several wooden clappers hung inside. Their sound resembled that of sm·all
slit drums. They were found in North India, ancient Persia, the Congo, and Estonia. In
some places they are still used today.
In Africa the usual practice was to work fruit hulls into bells.
With the advent of ore mining, bells of bent and forged sheet-metal with rod-shaped
inner clappers came into being. These bells were used singly, in pairs, or in bunches.
While the elongated, conical metal bells that originated in Africa and came down to us
via Spain and Latin America have a clear, rather floating tone, the more pot-bellied bells
common in the Alps sound duller and more muffled. In_Switzerland such bells were also
made of brass and used for ceremonial purposes; they have a maximum height of
approximately 45 cm (18") and a circumference of approximately 150 cm (60") at their
widest point.
By assembling a set of Alpine herd bells or Almglocken, from the largest to the smallest,
a chromatic scale from about c to c4 or even to g4 may be obtained. It is necessary,
however, to use a soft beater for the bells in the lowest octave to obtain a pitch.

Alpine Herd Bells

Chromatically tuned
Alpine Herd Bells
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The straight-walled bells, high, narrow, and clapperless, belong to the instruments
characteristic of Latin-American folk and dance music (samba, beguine, rumba, conga,
Afro-Cuban, and others) . Called cencerro, they are beaten singly or in pairs with sticks
and are woven into the rhythmic tapestry of the accompanying instruments. By varying
the techniques of playing -- such as damping, letting them ring, changing the beating spot,
i.e., rim, sidewall, inside, crown -- the player seeks the greatest possible number of
differentiations in sound.
Examples -- Sanjuan: Liturgia negra (Mus. Ex. 87); Gould: Declaration Suite (Mus. Ex.
103).
In Western jazz and dance music such bells have become widespread under the name
cowbell (also jazz cowbell). Their predominantly dry sound demands complete damping
of all reverberations by inserting a piece of felt or similar material into the bell.

Cowbells Attached to the Bass Drum

Recently, manufacturers have developed a very short and dry-sounding instrument of
strong tin, shaped like an angular trapezoid. It is attached to some other percussion
instrument by a holder and is played with drum sticks by the drummer, along with his
standard instruments: bass drum, snare drum, tom-tom, and cymbal. The instrument is
often called metal block, because its sound is so far removed from that of the original
cowbell.
Usage. In concert music of the late Romantic period the use of animal bells was limited to
the musical depiction of grazing flocks, naturally without concern for exact pitches.
Examples - R. Strauss: Alpensinfonie; Mahler: Symphonies No. 6 (Mus. Ex. 86) and
No. 7.
For such use, bells of different sizes, selected from the higher pitches, are hung by their
handles over a long wooden bar in rows of three or four (see Ill. on p. 130) and rung by the
performer with care and discretion. To brighten the somewhat monotonous color of the
sound, several small bowl-shaped bells (Scbalenglockcben) should be included.
For instrumental color, Webern, in his Five Pieces for Orchestra, op. 10, uses "several
continous herd bells" and with them "some low bells" (tubular chimes) which should be
barely audible .. However, the dynamics in this instance do not permit the use of ordinary
animal bells but require instead herd bells without clappers, fastened to a stand, and
struck with rubber beaters.
When dealing with music having jazz-related elements the term metal block, already
mentioned, is generally the more appropriate term for the short-sounding cowbell.
Examples -- Gershwin: Porgy and Bess; Milhaud: La creation du monde (Mus. Ex. 58),
Concerto for Percussion and Small Orchestra; Liebermann: Concerto for Jazz Band and
Symphony Orchestra (Mus Ex. 104); Boulez: ''pli selon pli."
Beaters, Characteristics of Sound. The herd bell , when struck with soft-felt beaters, has a
smooth, clear, long-ringing tone which, when rolled, blends into a continuous sound.
Hard-felt beaters, rubber covered wooden beaters, or vibraphone mallets produce a
considerably stronger and more precise effect. Leather cymbal beaters or xylophone
mallets, when used with a harder stroke, bring out metallically bright overtones. Wooden
mallets or drum sticks produce a still stronger version of the bell's peculiarly tinny sound,
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while the use of metal rods results in sounds colored by a prominent admixture of hard ,
shrill, high-pitched components.
Examples -- Henze : Elegy , Antifone; Stockhausen : Zyklus , Gruppen; Bo Nilsson:
Reaktionen (Mus. Ex. 50); Cage and Harrison : Double Music (water buffalo bells -- Mus.
Ex. 91); Berio: Circles (Mus. Ex. 32), Epifanie ; W. Heider: Konfiikte ; Cage: First
Construction in Metal (8 oxen bells -- Mus. Ex. 85); Messiaen: Sept Hatkai" (Jeu
chromatique de cencerros = 26 herd bells tuned chromatically from c2 to c4 -- see Mus.
Ex. 88), Couleurs de la Cite celesta (27 herd bells tuned chromatically from c 2 to d4 ).

Hand Bells and other Small Bells
Small Bowl-Shaped Bells; Hand Bells
Doorbells; Turkish Crescent; Bell Tree; Sanctus Bells;
Sarna Bell; Ship's Bell; Dobaci
Small, even tiny bells with clappers have been in use among all peoples who could work
metal. Such bells, equipped with handles, were known in China as early as around 1000
B.C. and became widespread in the Far East where they were used along with bowl-shaped
cymbals and cast concussion bells.
In medieval Europe these small bells were called crotalum (from the Greek krotalon).
When assembled into tuned sets of clapperless small bronze bells, they were called
cymbala . The larger forms of these led to the development of the tower carillon, while
the smaller types passed into non -musical usage with the emergence of the metal-bar
glockenspiel which replaced them.
Today one finds small steel bells with handles used for various signaling purposes
(dinner bells). In the theater they are often considered stage props, rather than musical
instruments. Orff, on the other hand, uses a small, silvery-clear bell of this kind as an
orchestral instrument in his music for Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream . De
Falla rings in El retablo de Maese Pedro with a larger, louder handle bell (which may be of
bronze) . The so-called hand bells with which folk melodies are played in England consist
of a set of small, tuned, cast bells covering about one octave in range.

HandBells

Two players hold two bells (with clappers) by leather straps in each hand : a total of
eight bells. In this way they are able to assemble a melody from the eight pitches by
adroitly turning the backs of their hands to cause only the correct bells to ring.
Benjamin Britten uses hand bells in his children's opera Noye 's Fludde (1958) . In
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Cabaza
The African rattle called cabaza consists of a gourd with a wide-meshed net of strands
of very hard, pearl-sized seeds wound loosely around it.

Native'Cabaza

Modem Cabaza

Its round or sometimes pear-shaped body, with a circumference of as much as 80 cm
(32"), is held by an attached wooden handle (see Ill. of native cabaza above).
The technique of playing the cabaza in Brazilian samba music is based on a succession
of four basic motions, all within one measure:
1. Beat with the open hand against the body of the instrument and the strands of
seeds;
2. The hand, with outstretched fingers, briefly strokes the loosely attached
strands, causing the seeds to rub against the body of the gourd;
3. The body of the gourd is turned clockwise while the hand, after sharply beating
the gourd, continues to rest on the seeds, again producing friction between the
seeds and the gourd;
4. A counter-clockwise turn returns the body of the gourd to the beginning
position; the hand continues to rest on the seeds.
Changes in the style and fashion of playing dance music also affect the execution of
the cabaza rhythm.
The cabaza roll, produced by rapidly rubbing the seeds against the gourd, is executed
by a quick, short, turning motion, back and forth, of the hand that holds the instrument
in vertical position.
As in the case of the jawbone, the cabaza's gourd body was replaced by instrument
makers with a modern equivalent. Around a cylinder of serrated light metal are slung,
close together, 10 to 13 loops of ball chains. By turning the cylinder abruptly with the
help of a handle, the chains rub against it in cabaza fashion. The sound produced by this
type of instrument is a good deal higher and brighter than that of the original cabaza, and
has a more sharply penetrating effect.
The cabaza is rarely used in serious music. Orff employed it advantageously as a rattle
in Die Bernauerin and Trionft, where it adds a round, full-sounding timbral element,
especially if several cabazas are used.

Angklung
The angklung, made of bamboo, is found exclusively in Java and Bali.
Into a lattice frame are hung two or three bamboo tubes of different lengths, tuned in
octaves, whose prongs, cut out of their lower ends, reach into slots in the bottom
cross-tube of the frame. When the instrument is shaken the suspended tubes act like
pendula, their prongs banging against the walls of the slots (see Ill. on p. 161).
Natives shake large numbers of angklungs for their traditional dances. However, sets of
these rattles, shaken in melodic succession by individual players, have also been
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developed. They are comparable to the sets of cowbells used in alpine pageants, or to the
English hand bells.
Although the angklung sounds mostly like rattling bamboo, its pitch is clearly
discernible. The possible pitch range lies within the two and three-line octaves, but very
large specimens sound lower.
Examples - Orff: Catulli carmina, Weihnachtsspiel (Mus. Ex. 110 -- both examples use
several angklungs without indication of specific pitches), Prometheus (two angklungs
n.med to gJ, and b\, ).

Angklung

Rattle Drum; Chinese Paper Drum
The rattle drum is a two-headed frame drum to which are attached small wooden or
metal balls hanging from strings. When the drum is turned quickly on its axis, the balls are
flung against the drumheads and produce a rattling sound.
A rattle drum in the shape of an hourglass and presumably coming from Tibet was
originally made of two human skulls. The modern version with string-tensioned
drumheads permits changes of tuning while being played, by varying the pressure on the
tensioning strings with the hand that holds the instrum~nt (see Ill. on p. 162).
The Chinese version of this type of rattle drum, also called Chinese paper drum, has a
handle. Its diameter measures ca. 6 to 11 cm (2 3/8" to 4 3/8" -- see Ill. on p. 162).
Examples -- Kagel: Match for Three Performers (indicated in the score as Chinese paper
drum -- Mus. Ex. 101).
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Ex. 10:

4 Timpani; Metal Block; 3 Suspended Cymbals (Piatto sosp.), struck with wooden
mallet 9 ; 6 Tubular Bells (Camp. tub.), struck simultaneously with a wooden
cross bar.
(Hans Werner Henze: Elegy for Young Lovers)
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6 Timpani-2 low and 2 high, plus 1 each in E and A, among other instruments.
(Karl Amadeus Hartmann: 7th Symphony)
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Cymbal; Snare Drum (C. cl.); Bass Drum (G. C.); 3 Timpani (2 of them above b : dl
and f# 1 )-see page 36.
(Darius Milhaud: La creation du monde)
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Ex. 13:

Timpani, with wooden mallets (mit Holzschl.); Cymbal, with sponge beater (mit
Schwammschl .) or felt beater.
(Gustav Mahler: 7th Symphony)
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Timpani in Music of the Baroque Era, usually played with wooden beaters .
(Jacques Philidor le cadet: Partition de plusieurs marches-1705)
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Ex. 15 :

Bass Drum, with drum sticks; Tamtam; Timpani, with drum sticks .
(Carl Orff: Trionfi)
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Ex. 16 :

Soloistic Use of Timpani.
(Benjamin Britten : Nocturne for Tenor Solo, Seven Obbligato Instruments, and
String Orchestra, Op. 60)
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Soloistic Use of 6 Timpani, Snare Drum (kl. Tr.), Cymbal (Bek.), and Bass Drum
(gr. Tr.).

(Karl Amadeus Hartmann: 6th Symphony)
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Descant Set of Tubular Chimes (R . Cr.), Set of Herd Bells (A. GI.). and 3 Triangles

( /!!. ).
(Michael Gielen: Ein Tag tritt hervor, Pentaphonie)
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Timpani, Xylophone, Tambourine, Snare Drums (C. cl., Tmb.) with and without
snares on, Bass Drum (Gr. C.).
(Igor Stravinsky: Les noces)
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Ex. 20 :

Glockenspiel, Xylophone, Triangle, Snare Drum (kl . Tr.), and Celesta.
(Karl Amadeus Hartmann: 6th Symphony)

Ex. 21:

Keyboard Xylophone.
(Bela Bartok: Bluebeard's Castle)
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G/sp.
Vibro.

,-

______________________
_
1.*1

llohrtn51.~----------------------------1-io•-----------------------------------Alm3/.

~

i-------------------------------------1.*1-------------------------------

Morim, ....

1 *) constant motion or dense roll (Sound Panel: Glockenspiel, Vibraphone, Tubular
Bells, Herd Bells, Cymbal(s), Marimba).
2 *) stroke the rim of the cymbal with a small file (nail file).
3 *) fast circular or rubbing motion.
, = needle
\ = stroke from center to rim.
f = small file·"\,

Ex. 22:

2 different Cymbals (Becken) and 2 Tamtams stroked or rubbed with a needle or
with a small file; homogeneous sound-panel produced with the other instruments.
(Walter Haupt: Apeiron)
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Xylophone, 4 Marimbas for 4 players (actually , only 2 marimbas with 2 players
each are needed) , Vibraphone .
(Karl Amadeus Hartmann : 8th Sy mphon y )
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Ex. 24:
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Bass Xylophone (3 players), Bass Drum (2 players). First player strikes the left head
of the bass drum (with timpani sticks); second player strikes the right head (with
wooden beaters , at the edge of the skin).
(Carl Orff : Die Bernauerin)
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Ex. 25:

Maracas, Tenor Trough Xylophone (glissandi), Metallophone, Clash Cymbals, Bass
Drum, Timpano.
(Carl Orff: Catulli Carmina)
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Ex. 26 :

Celesta.
(Peter I. Tchaikovsky: Nutcracker Suite)
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Ex. 27:

Glockenspiel, Xylophone, 2 Marimbas, Vibraphone, Celesta.
(Karl Amadeus Hartmann: 8th Symphony)
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Ex. 28: · 2 Glockenspiels played with the longer edge of 2 glockenspiel bars, Keyboard
Glockenspiel (mit Tasten), Lithophone (Steinspiel), Xylophone, Cymbal (Beck.)
played with wooden beater, Tubular Chimes (Rohrenglocken) played with the
longer edges of 2 wooden bars.
(Carl Orff: Oedipus der Tyrann)

Ex. 29:

Keyboard Glockenspiel, Xylophone.
(Olivier Messiaen: Oiseaux exotiques)
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Hyoshigi, Taiko, Wooden
(Schlagbrett).
(Carl Orff: Prometheus)
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Guiro and other percussion instruments.
(Igor Stravinsky: Le Sacre du printemps)
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Bombo , Pratos
Tamtam, Triangulos
Tamborin de provincia
Caixa rullante
(Caisse claire)
Instr . typicas brasil.:
Xucalhos de metal ,
Caracachas, Reco-reco,
Puita, Matraca, Caracaxa

Ex. 100 : Caracaxa (scraper of serrated wood), see list of Latin-American
Instruments on page 179.
(Heitor Villa-Lobos: Choros No. 8)
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Ex. 101: Chinese Paper Drum and other instruments.
(Mauricio Kagel:Match for Three Players)
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Ex. 102: Sleigh Bells (Schellen), tuned .
(W. A. Mozart : Schlittenfahrt)
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Ex. 103: Timpani, Tubular Chimes, Snare Drum (with rim shots), Bass Drum, Ratchet, Tin
Horn (metal rattle), Cowbell .
(Morton Gould: Declaration Suite)
© 1956 by G. & C. Music Corporation .
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Ex. 104: Jazz Percussion: Drums, Cowbell (= bell without clapper), Tumba, Tubular Rattle
(Rohr) .
(Rolf Liebermann: Concerto for Jazz Band and Symphony Orchestra)
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Ex. 105: 4 Timpani played at the rim with hard sticks, Xylophone, 4 Bowls of different sizes
(glass or china kitchen bowls with a live sound may be used), 4 Small Suspended
Cymbals (heavy Balinese cymbals about 6" across were originally used, but 4 metal
pipes of different sizes, suspended or laid in cradles, or a Trinidad steel drum, or
anything else that will produce light, metallic sounds of different but not precise
pitch levels may be used instead of the cymbals).
(Henry Cowell: Symphony No. 11)
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Ex. 106: Claves, 2 Wood Blocks, 2 Temple Blocks, Glass Chimes (suspended glass rods or
plates), Wood Chimes (suspended bamboo sections), Sandblock, and other
instruments.
(Lukas Foss: Echoi)
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Cabaquinha, 1 77
Cabaza, 15,156, 159/, 160*, 179
Cabaza, modern, 160*
Caccavella, 12
Cage, J., 79, 128
Amores, 115, 147
First Construction in Metal, 125, 128, 132, 137,
169,221x
Imaginary Landscape No. 2, 105
Quartet, 116, 216x
Third Construction, 105, 149, 159
Cage, J., and Harrison, L.
Double Music, 63, 127f, 132, 137, 157, 226x
Caisse claire, 12, 89f
Caisse claire detimbree, 90
Caisse claire sur ,le bois, 94
Caisse roulante, 11, 88*, 90
Caisse roulante avec cordes, 11
Caisse roulante avec timbre, 90
Caixa, 177
Caixa da rufo, 177
Caixa de campanha, 177
Caixeta, 178
Calotte-Shaped Bells, 13 3
Calottes, 64, 66, 132
Calypsotrommel, 11
Campainha, 1 77
Campana d'allarme, 13
Campana di legno, 14
Campana grave, 11
Campana in lastra di metallo, 11
Campanaccio di metallo, 13
Campane, 70
Campane da pastore, 13
Campane tubolari, 11
Campanelle da messa, 13
Campanelli, 10, 32, 53, 55
Campanelli a tastiera, 10
Campanelli giapponese, 58*
Campanello d'allarme, 13
Campanuela, 177
Cane Switch, 29*
Cannon Shot, 16, 174*f
Caracacha, 179
Caracaxa, 179
Caraxa, 179
Cardboard Box, shallow, 179
Cariglione, 10
Carillon, 10, 46, 53, 55, 132
Carimbo, 178
Carraca, 178
Carrilhao, 177
Carta sabbiata or vetrato, 16
Carter, E.
Double Concerto for Harpsichord and Piano with
Two Chamber Orchestras, 148, 154
Eight Pieces for Four Timpani ( one player), 40
Pocahontas, 98, 165, 211x
Cascabeles, 179
Cascavels, 179
Cassa chiara, 89
Cassa di legno, 14
Cassa rullante, 11
Cassa sola, 94, 120

Cassettina di legno, 14
Cast Bronze Bell, 65 •, 134
Cast Tamtam, 126
Castagnette de fer, 14, 138, 144f, 145*
Castagnette di ferro, 14
Castanea, 142
Castanet Holder, 144*
Castafieta, 14 2
142ff, 143*, 178
Castanets, 14, 33,102,138,
Castanhetas, 178
Castiglioni, N.
Ode, 173
Cataca, 179
Catena, 15
Catuba, 12
Caxambu, 178
Celesta, 10, 46, 5 lf, 56,
Cencerro, 13, 13Of
Center Dome (of Gong), 63
Cerha, F.
Spiegel V, 169
Chabrier, E./Fran~aise, I.
Souvenir de Munich, 79
Chailley, J.
La Dame ala Licorne, 83, 97, 210x
Chain Rattles, 166
Chain Whip, 166
Chai:ne, 15
Chains, 15,156, 166*
Chapeau chinois, 13
Charleston Beckenmaschine, 13
Charleston Machine, 124
Charpentier, G.
Louise, 56, 87, 145, 163
Chavez, C.
Sinfonia India, 98, 142, 154, 165f
Toccata for Percussion Instruments, 90, 98
Cheese Grater, 155
Chestnut, 142
Chimes, 10, 64f
Chimes, Bamboo, 15, 156, 167*, 168*
Chimes, Glass, 167f, 168*
Chimes, Shell, 16, 167f, 168*
Chimes, Wood, 167f
China Cup or Plate, 178
China Dishes, 175
Chinese Bronze Disks, 137
Chinese Cymbals, 13,119, 125*
Chinese Paper Drum, 161[, 162*
Chinese Rattle Drum, 161f, 162*
Chinese Tom-Toms, 12, 111ff, 112*
Chinese Wood Blocks, 112, 146
Chocalho, 15, 165, 179
Chocalho de madeira, 1 79
Chocalho de metal, 1 78
Chocallo, 15, 165*, 179
Chopstick, Chinese, 15 3
Chordophones, 31
Chucalho, 15, 165
Church Bells, 11, 64, 70
Church Ratchet, 152f
Cimbali antichi, 10
Cimbalini, 14
Cinelli, 13

243
Circus Drum, 121
Clacson, 16
Clapper, Metal, 19
Clapper (of Bell), 65
Clapper, strung, 14, 138, 141
Clapper, wooden, 14, 138/
Clappers, 31, 138/f
Clappers, orchestral, 139
Claves, 14, 138, 141 *f
Claves made of steel, 142
Clay Vessels, 152, 179
Clementi, A.
Informel No. 1, 154, 157
Climatic conditions, 35, 38
Cliquette, 14
Cloche en lame de metal, 11
Cloche, grande, 11
Clochette, 13
mains, 13
Clochettes
Clochettes pour la messe, 13
Close Roll, 92
Closed Stroke (Hand Drum), 107, 109
Coconut Shells, 16, 171
Cocteau, J., 74, 97
Coins, Jingling, 166
Colgrass, M.
Variations for Four Drums and Viola, 116
colla mano, 21 •, 39, 73
con la mano, 21 •
Concert Snare Drum, 89
Concussion Bells, cast, 132
Concussion Blocks, 14, 138, 141 *
Concussion Sticks or Rods, 138
Conga (dance), 131
Conga Drum, low, 178
Conga Drums, 12, 99,105, 107/f, 115,142
Conga Drums, playing technique, 109/
Conga(-Trommel), 12
Conical Hand Drums, 105
Container Rattles, 156, 162/f, 179
Copland, A.
Appalachian Spring, 85, 142
Billy the Kid, 154
Symphony No. 3, 70, 88, 93, 137, 139, 142
Coquilles noix de coco, 16
Corde di pianoforte (percosse) or (battute), 11
Cordes du piano (frappees), 11
Cork-Headed Mallet, 27*
Cork, popping, 1 75
Corne d'appel, 16
Coucou, 16
Coup de bouchon, 16
Coup de marteau, 14
Coup de pistolet, 16
Coupes de verre, 11
Cowbells, 13, 32, 83, 117, 130*[, 131 *, 178
Cowbells, set of, 161
Cowell, H., 40, 79
Ensemble for Strings and Thunder Sticks, 173
Symphony No. 11,173,175,
232x
Symphony No. 14, 137
Cranked Ratchet, 153
Crecelle, 15
Crescent, Turkish, 13

a

Cross-Support Xylophone, 44
Crotales, 10, 14, 60*[, 80, 138, 144, 157
Crotali, 10, 14
Crotalophone, 61
Crotalum, 132
Crown (of Bell), 64f
Cuban Sticks, 14
Cuban Tom-Tom(s), 12
Cuckoo Call, 16, 170*
Cucolo, 16
Cuica, 104 •, 177
Cup (of Bell), 64
Cylindrical Hand Drums, 105
Cymbal Crash, 120/
Cymbal played with cello bow, 123
Cymbal played with nailfile, 123
Cymbal played with wire brush, 123
Cymbal Set, 62*
Cymbal, single, 31
Cymbal, single, suspended, 122*
Cymbal, Slap-Hand, 124
Cymbal, suspended, 13, 112, 121[, 122*
Cymbal Tongs, 14, 138, 144, 145*
Cymbal with Jingling Arm, 124*
Cymbal with Key Chain, 123
Cymbala, 132, 157
Cymbale chinoise, 13
Cymbale suspendue, 13
Cymbales (a 2), 13
Cymbales pedale, 13
Cymbales antiques, 10, 61
Cymbalphone, 61
Cymbals, 20, 33f, 39, 53, 61f, 92, 94, 112, 118/f,
131,178
Cymbals, bowl-shaped, 132
Cymbals, Chinese, 13, 125*
Cymbals, Crash or Clash, 13
Cymbals, Hi-Hat, 124[, 125*
Cymbals, Jazz, 122
Cymbals, method of playing, 120/f
Cymbals, pair of, 13, 31, 94, 119, 121 *
Cymbals, pitch scale, 121/, 122*
Cymbals struck by mechanical means, 119
Cymbals struck with beaters, 119
Cymbals, Turkish, 125f
Cymbals, use of beaters, 122/

a

Dallapiccola, L.
The Prisoner, 58, 121
Damper, cloth, 96
Damper, felt, 96
Damper Pedal on Vibraphone, 57
Dance Castanets, 143*
Dance Drum, 12, 97
Darabucca, 12, 105*/
Darabuccas with tensioning-screw mechanisms,
David, J. N.
Violin Concerto, 61
De Falla: see Falla, M. de
Dead Stroke (Hand Drums), 107, 109
Debussy, C.
L 'apres-midi d'un faune, 61
Fetes, 88
Iberia Suite, 88, 144
Jeux, 122
LaMer, 122

106*
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Delerue, 40
Delibes, L.
Coppelia, 61
Dense Roll, 92
Derbouka, 12
Derbuka, 12
Dervaux, 40
Desportes, I., 40
Dessau, P.
In memoriam Bert Brecht, 86
Devil's Violin, 169
Diable des bois, 12
Diavolo di bosco, 12
Dinner Bell, 13, 132, 134
Dinner Gong, 63
Disk-Shaped Mallets, 28*
Djimba, 76
Dobaci, 13, 132, 135 *
Domed-Gong Mallets, 28*
Domed Gongs, 63, 126
Donatoni, F.
Concertina Jar Solo Timpani, Strings, and Winds,
40
La fille du regiment, 87
For Grilly, 154
Puppenspiel, 154
Donnerblech, 16
Door Chimes, 167
Doorbells, 132, 133
Double Bell, iron, 178
Double-Bounce Strokes, 92
Double Conical Hand Drums, 105
Drag, 92fx
Drum Guilds of Basel, 86, 91
Drum Heads, synthetic, 89
Drum Sticks, 26*, 177
Drum Sticks, plastic, 26 *
Drum Sticks, wooden, 26*
Drums, 31, 84/f
Drums, African, 108, 111
Drums, Bavarian, 87
Drums, muffled, 89/, 90*
Drums of American Indians, 98*
Drums without Snares, 33
Dukas, P.,
L 'apprenti sorcier, 54
Dulcimer, 66

Edge (of Bell), 65
Egk, W.
Abraxas, 70, 133
Allegria, 148
Casanova in London, 13 3
Die chinesische Nachtigall, 38, 57, 63, 90, 113,
144,153
Columbus, 49, 63, 67, 98 (revised version), 133
French Suite, 63
Irische Legende, 57, 90, 115, 122
Joan van Zarissa, 46, 55, 58, 63, 144, 164
Peer Gynt, 46, 55, 67, 70, 144
Der Revisor, 108, 139, 148
Variations on a Caribbean Theme, 57, 108, 110,
115
Die Verlobung in San Domingo, 57, 110, 121, 124,
148, 175, 213x
Die Zaubergeige, 57, 70, 86, 121

Einem, G. von
Dan tons Tod, 97
Ekende, 76
Electric Bass, 31
Electric Chimes, 31
Electric Guitar, 31, 7 5
Electro-Acoustic Amplification, 100
Electro-Acoustical Bells, 67*
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